Big Win to Longwarry
Longwarry Division two hosted Traralgon (3) on Saturday and came away winning all
four rinks in a convincing 63 shot win. Division Six were at home to Garfield and
recorded a comfortable 20 shot win.
Division Two – Longwarry 20/130 defeated Traralgon (3) 0/67
Elio Meggetto, Judy Eastwell, Kenneth Towt and Barry White (Skip) defeated T Jame’s
team 39/12.
Longwarry got off to a flying start and were 11 shot to 0 after four ends. Keeping the
pressure on for the remainder of the game only conceding 7 ends to record a great 27
shot win. Kenneth Towt won Jodie’s Player of the week.
Glenn Pask, Lloyd Maisey, Hank Metselaar, and Slim Eastwell (Skip) defeated M
Cumming’s team 24/20.
The “Dream Team” who had the band back together for the first time this year, were
pushed all day by Traralgon just keeping in front to record a 4 shot win.
Brian Hennessy, Grant Pask, Ian Peterson and Russell White (Skip) defeated R Davey’s
team 38/9.
Longwarry who went into the tea break leading 15 to 8, came out and really
dominated the second half of the game, only allowing Traralgon 1 shot to record a 29
shot win in a great team effort to be the King Rink for the day.
Simon Counsel, Mark Serong, John McCarthy and Ken White (Skip) defeated K Garry’s
team 29/26.
Longwarry after 10 ends were looking at a big defeat trailing by 11 shots, but to their
credit turned it around and picked up 16 shots in the next 6 ends to take the lead, the
remainder of the game was tight with Longwarry picking up 3 on the last end to win by
that margin in a fantastic match.
Division Six – Longwarry 9/55 defeated Garfield 1/35
Peter Smethurst, Ron Sutton, Brian Mason and Gerry Wakefield (Skip) tied with J
Pocklington’s team 22 all.
In a tight game throughout the day this game ended in a fitting tie at 22 all.
Sharon Twite, Eddie Bluck, Frank Hone and Boss Hogg (Skip) defeated D Brick’s team
33/13.
With the “Hogg” directing the ship, Longwarry played well as a team increasing the
lead throughout the day to record a great 20 shot win.
Tuesday Pennant – Longwarry 31 defeated by Warragul 42
Eddie Bluck, Lorraine Bluck, Eileen Sparks and Judy Eastwell (Skip) defeated by G
Atkinson’s team 10/33.
Gerry Wakefield, Peter Smethurst, Lorna Sheedy and Vicki Hanks (Skip) defeated S
Cedye’s team 21/9.

